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Dictator meaning sentence



dic· ta· track | \ dik-tā-tər , dik-ʻtā- \ 1a : a person who has been granted absolute extraordinary power, history : one appointed by the Senate (see Senate sense 1a) of ancient Rome b: one with full autocratic control: a person with unlimited government power c: one ruling in absolute (see absolute meaning
2) and often oppressive way of fascist dictators 2: this, who says or reads something for a person to transcrib or a recording machine: one that dictates (see dictates entry 1 sense 1) Synonym: authoritarian, tycoons. Similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictation, dictation, unpredictability, indicator,
Benedictine, contradictory. Meaning: [-tə] n. 1. speaker that dictates the answering machine or recording device 2. ruler who is not embarrassed by Law 3. a person who behaves in a tyrannical manner. 1. The dictator sought to revive himself with new conquests.2 The dictator tried to spiritually with new
conquests.3 The dictator tyrannicalized the whole country.4 People dethroned the dictator.5 People rebelled against a military dictator/dictatorship.6 The dictator's statue was demolished by crowds7. By arming the dictator, the U.S. created Frankenstein, which would threaten their influence in the region.8
The dictator was in power for seven years.9 Will people ever react against this dictator?9. Sentencedict.com is an online sentence dictionary where you can find good sentences for a large number of words10. People rose up against the anthucian/tyrant/dictator.11 He is an ordinary little dictator!12. The
dictator suffered from megalomania.13 The dictator must have a strong hand.14 The group supported the armed struggle against the dictator.15 Finally, [Sentencedict.com] threw out the dictator.16 The dictator represses the entire opposition as illegal.17 The dictator gave power to Parliament.18 The spirit
of the old dictator is still 19. The dictator does not want to loosen his power.20 Our boss is a bit of a dictator.21 My boss is a bit of a dictator.22 The dictator tried to quell any criticism of him.23 The dictator eliminated all his political opponents.24 The dictator took control of the country in 1933.25. He was a
dictator and warlord who oppressed and degraded the people of the South.26 After the dictator's death, there was an inconspicuous power struggle among the generals.27 The former dictator still clings firmly to power.28 The dictator banned all newspapers and books that criticized his regime.29 For
years, people have been oppressed by a ruthless dictator.30 They said they sent troops to liberate the nation/country from the dictator. 1. The dictator sought to revive himself with new conquests.2 The dictator tried to spiritually with new conquests.3 The dictator tyrannicalized the whole country.4 People
dethroned the dictator.5 The dictator's statue was demolished by crowds6. For years the people were oppressed by a ruthless dictator.7 By arming the dictator, the U.S. created Frankenstein, which would threaten their influence in the region.8 They said they sent troops to liberate the nation/country from
the dictator.9 The dictator must have a strong hand.9 Sentencedict.com is an online sentence dictionary where you can find good sentences for a large number of words10. The dictator eliminated all his political opponents.11 We felt powerless enough to resist the dictator's will. More similar words:
dictatorial, dictatorship, dictate, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, benedictine, contradictory, accusation, dictum, addict, anticipate, diction, verdict, affect, anticipation, delimate, addicted, potato, addictive, contradictory, vindictive, dictionary, prediction, orator, victory, creator, senator, operator, equator.
Page 2Number number:155+11Posted:2017-02-07Updated:2017-02-07 Synonym: authoritarian, tycoon. Similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictation, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, Benedictine, contradictory. Meaning: [-tə] n. 1. speaker that dictates the answering machine or recording device 2.
ruler who is not embarrassed by Law 3. a person who behaves in a tyrannical manner. 31. Her father was a dictator and the whole family was afraid of him.32 After the fall of the military dictator in March, the country had a civilian government.33 A palace coup led by General Rodriguez overthrew the
dictator.34 No one was strong enough to lead an effective compensatory force against the dictator.35 A dictator is unlikely to become a good leader of democracy. A leopard cannot change its place.36 Their citizens are very grateful that they are not ruled by a dictator.37 The former dictator is under house
arrest at his country house.38 The dictator ordered that his birthday would be a public holiday.39 He behaved like a dictator (www.Sentencedict.com) and I use the term consciously.40. We felt powerless enough to resist the will of the dictator.41 The most proud dictator has transformed his country into
one of the poorest police states in Europe.42 Dealing with this dictator was not an option. It would not retain its bargaining page43. Hitler shades! I thought when I listened to the dictator haranguing the crowd44. He was accused of acting like a dictator.45 He behaved like a dictator in production.46 The
dictator was indeed inside the tram.47. Images of the dictator were everywhere.48 There is a high mood in many places against the dictator.49 He was an evil dictator who was widely beneved.50 The country is once again under the heel of a dictator.51 Make me a dictator for five years, and I'll show you
what I can do. I will clean the dirt. We must introduce law and order and make the necessary changes to the constitution in order to achieve this. And we should stop voting bank policy in the name of Community harmony. People have stopped loving their Everyone forgot about the mother in the
Motherland. Dharminder 52. He was also (sentencedict.com), a loving father and a sensitive poet, and a ruthless dictator who presided over the reign of terror.53 In the mid-1930s, he began to rule as a royal dictator without the benefit of independent advisers.54 I remembered people dancing in the
streets when dictator Ershad was overthrown in 1990.55. Smith said Coleman was a dictator and monopolist, ruling with an iron fist in military and civilian life.56 Augusto Pinochet, the military dictator who took power in a coup in 1973.57. He was a ruthless dictator that the whole country feared.58 In the
final dissuasion, Stalin was just as dictator as Hitler.59 Recent revelations about the scale of the theft by Sani Abacha, a former military dictator, leaves one indimissed.60 Propping up the world's most perpetuated dictator is a slave personality cult and rigid control over the nation. More similar words:
dictatorial, dictatorship, dictate, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, benedictine, contradictory, accusation, dictum, addict, anticipate, diction, verdict, affect, anticipation, delimate, addicted, potato, addictive, contradictory, vindictive, dictionary, prediction, orator, victory, creator, senator, operator, equator.
Page 3Sentence count:155+11Posted:2017-02-07Updated:2017-02-07 Synonym: authoritarian, tycoon. Similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictation, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, Benedictine, contradictory. Meaning: [-tə] n. 1. speaker that dictates the answering machine or recording device 2.
ruler who is not embarrassed by Law 3. a person who behaves in a tyrannical manner. 61. If it were a dictatorship, it would be much easier as long as I am a dictator. George W. Bush 62. BUCHAREST political scientists are quick to argue that the shock poll result does not mean that most wanted the
dictator back.63. Their subtext was that he was a devoted husband and a decent guy, not an apprentice dictator who portrayed his opponents.64 Replacing one military dictator with another is a recipe for constant repression and instability.65 They know that the removal of the dictator who so brutalized
their community has weakened their claims of total independence.66 The dictator eliminated anyone who could be a threat to him.67 He responded defensively, eventually becoming what his enemies called him all the time: a dictator.68 It would be rather great to get rid of the dictator's world.69 The
island's dictator was among 5,000 spectators at the Karl Marx Theatre in Havana.69 Sentencedict.com is a dictionary of sentences where you can find good sentences for a large number of words70. Pinochet was a military dictator who took power in a coup in 1973.71. Dictator Mobutu Sese Seko's army
disintegrated, was overthrown, and Kabila was installed in its place.72 The war was fought to remove the cruel dictator - at least that was the case cel73. If they saw Pinochet shooting looks like a dictator to stand in front of the camera.74. All this is exquisitely landscaped, immaculately clean and gives the
impression that it is the work of an indufferable, efficient dictator.75 She began her studies at a vocational school that opened a year after the overthrow of dictator Anastasio Somosis in 1979.76. Or at least Big Brother himself, who sounds more like a bullied fourth-form teacher than an almighty dictator.77
Eventually, the story spread that the dictator himself was on board, watching his subjects through mirrored windows.78 When a dictator decides to liberalize his regime, he increases his chances of being ousted.79 People wonder who will take over when the old dictator dies.80 Only one president served
his entire term before becoming another military dictator.81 The main critics were Santanistas, who had already agitated for the dictator's return.82 The people of Yugoslavia have removed the dictator from power.83 They believe that the country needs a benevolent dictator.84 Iraq's dictator is not
disarming.85 The country was under the yoke of a dictator.86 She was a dictator and a demon.87 The coup d'ediviously got rid of the dictator.88 For his cabinet, the dictator wanted the men to be able to make 89. Bush is a dictator and a .90 crook. Benito Mussolini became Prime Minister and Dictator of
Italy. More similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictate, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, benedictine, contradictory, accusation, dictum, addict, anticipate, diction, verdict, affect, anticipation, delimate, addicted, potato, addictive, contradictory, vindictive, dictionary, prediction, orator, victory, creator,
senator, operator, equator. Page 4 Synonym: authoritarian, tycoon. Similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictation, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, Benedictine, contradictory. Meaning: [-tə] n. 1. speaker that dictates the answering machine or recording device 2. ruler who is not embarrassed by Law
3. a person who behaves in a tyrannical manner. 91. Georgians wear portraits of Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin during a rally to mark his 130th birthday in Stalin Gori's hometown.92 The deposed dictator was burned in likeness by a crowd of 93. For example, he works behind the scenes with the
governments of Switzerland and Haiti to recover money stolen by Haiti's former dictator, Baby Doc Duvalier.94. Very few dictatorships are led by a strong hand only dictator.95 Switzerland has used the new law to block millions of dollars held by former Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Baby Doc Duvalier in
Swiss bank accounts.96 It is always dangerous to believe in one person, be it a dictator or an elected official, singer or actor.97 Boulanger: French military and political leader who, after serving in the Franco-Prussian War (1870-1871), imagined a dictator and was accused of treason. He committed
suicide in exile.98 Then to Rome, rejected all the prizes, resigned and returned to his farm despite allegations that he would remain a dictator. Cincinnatus was a dictator for sixteen days.99 Like the Irish Republican Army (IRA), Palestinian fighters and the forces of former Ugandan dictator Idi Amina, many
of these groups have undergone guerrilla training in camps in Libya.99 I wish you could use our online sentence dictionary and make progress every day!100. The dictator was doomed after ten years of rule.101 However, the Texans took action to protect themselves from Santa Ana, which declared itself
a dictator. They organized a temporary state government.102. The counterattack only existed in the feverish mind of a desperate dictator.103 This argument cannot simply be touched, especially when confronted with a dictator like Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi.104. General Francisco Franco, who ruled for
nearly 40 years, brutally suppressed regions that sought greater freedom from the central government, especially in Catalonia and the Basque region.105 Some are more skeptical about whether this is the beginning of the end for the Libyan dictator, Col. Col. Muammar el-Gaddafi106. Benito Mussolini ,
the dictator of Italy forced to resign, and the fascist regime was abolished.107. They are ready to be taken over by any shaman, guru, or dictator.108 The United States first imposed a trade embargo in 1960, a year after Fidel Castro, Che Guevara and other revolutionaries overthrew U.S.-backed dictator
Fulgencio Batista.109 Yemen's bastion of fighting Salafism looks like a shakier, but the incumbent dictator is superfluous.110 With the undead dictator Gorowii, Sureshot and Spotter quickly leave and begin mining.111 And just as this apparent fact of nature discouraged many Libyans, he bred a sense of
inviolability with the dictator and his children.112 Benito Mussolini , italy's dictator, was forced to resign and the fascist regime was abolished.113 Every time a self-proclaimed dictator can kill someone with his finger, it's not an episode to believe he could rape anyone he wanted.114 Extensive research
has shown that the allocation of behaviour in dictatorial games can be influenced by various factors, showing a self-long or different tendency.115 On February 16, 1959, fidel Castro became Prime Minister of Cuba after the overthrow of the brutal dictator Fulgencio Batista.116 How can this university deal
with this dictator here?117. The dictator in North Korea got a bomb, and the President of Iran also wants a nuclear 118. Although millions of Soviets died during Stalin's rule in labor camps in the Gulag or starvation, the dictator is still revered by many Russians for defeating the Nazis during World War
II.119. It seems that often paunchy-looking ecru clothing hides a bulletproof vest, while hairstyles and shoes are height enhancers for diminutive dictator.120. Bird flies over the ruins of ancient Army barracks in Sarajevo, called Marshal Tito's barracks after the Yugoslav dictator. Page 5 Synonym:
authoritarian, tycoon. Similar words: dictatorial, dictatorship, dictation, dictation, unpredictability, indicator, Benedictine, contradictory. Meaning: [-tə] n. 1. speaker that dictates the answering machine or recording device 2. ruler who is not embarrassed by Law 3. a person who behaves in a tyrannical
manner. 121. People must die. Imagine someone choosing to become the dictator (decision-makers) of our country.122 When the dictator was overthrown, he became a claim of Sunni insurgents.123 The dictator wanted to put out all his opposition in one fell swooch.124 Many Arab demonstrators spoke
with hope of democracy, before and after the overthrow of the dictator, but democracy is a system that has not been effectively adopted without significant cultural convergence.125 Mao unleashed his Cultural Revolution after Nikita Chruszczov condemned Soviet dictator Stalin in 1956. Down with the
dictator!127. In the Second Civil War, Sulla marched again to Rome, removed GaiusIus the Younger and declared himself a Roman dictator.128 Put them in the arena, live coverage, president vs. prime minister, king vs. emperor, dictator versus puppet ruler. It will be like the Unreal Tournament, except for
more fun.129. One story about the film, perhaps apocrine, claims that when the dictator finally recognized his armor of anti-authoritarian and individualistic themes (judgment.com) he had it banned.130 It is the first state funeral for people outside the royal family in the history of spain's new democracy,
restored after the death of former dictator Francisco Franco in 1975.131. Uncle Joe at the time was speaker of the House and supreme dictator of the Old Guard.132 The dictator preached war as a means of strengthening the country.133 Their reign began in 1957, under dictator Papa Doc Duvalier.134.
Today, the fate of the Chinese dictator has changed catastrophically.135 President Polk ordered the U.S. Navy to allow Santa Ana to return to Mexico. U.S. ships that blocked the port of Vera Cruz allowed the Mexican dictator to land there.136 Historians certainly know that Sulla became the dictator of the
Roman Republic after the credit crisis, but Kay said that the two events were not related.137 On the eve of his death, the dictator insisted on sticking to form.138 Forest Whitaker won best actor for playing ruthless Ugandan dictator Idi Amina in TheLastKing of Scotland.139 North Korea's pint-sized dictator
is a master of propaganda and social manipulation, but he also apparently suffers from insecurity, delusion and serious OCD.140. Mussolini, a colleague of fascist dictator Hitler and a partner in aggression, met with his end.141 In 1979, Daniel Ortega led a socialist revolution against the notorious dictator
ruling Nicaragua as head of the Sandinista movement until 1990.142. The first, which was approved not only by dictator Francisco Franco, but also by his government as a way to improve the Spanish race, he was politically inspired.143 In her book Missionary Position, he criticized her for spreading an
extreme form of Catholicism and accepting money from clever people like Papa Doc Duvalier, haiti's late dictator.144 Few believed that the previous dictator, Than Shwe, had actually retired, assuming he would pull the strings behind the scenes instead.145 The government was overthrown without
violence, but the dictator was killed.146 You know that most dictatorial organizations and terrorist organizations are initially raised by American funds, right? Lol. Stupid red neck.147. Another time, he goes for the full appearance of a military dictator, along with epaulets and berets.148. A centralised
banking network could meet almost any need for information that a sinister dictator can have.149 The Democrat and dictator have six months to make the most curious marriage of convenience in south Africa.150 And he was criticized for his contacts with the military government of Chilean dictator
Augusto Pinochet. Pinochet.
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